
Use data-driven  
insights to  

reliably meet your 
product goals.

Help developers 
reach their 
potential while 
avoiding burnout.

Software engineering  
insights for everyone  
in your organization.

Identify bottlenecks
View PR cycle time and find opportunities to streamline 
processes with detailed views of Git and Jira activity.

Target stalled & unplanned work
Leverage project dashboards for clear visibility into 
stuck tickets or unplanned work that could delay  
current sprint goals.

Predict future success
Make educated projections of outcomes based  
on your past and current velocity data.

Project Health

Identify team health risks at a glance
View data covering vital aspects like Deep Work time, 
context switching, and potential burnout — telling a 
deeper story of the work being done.

Prevent burnout
Proactively manage burnout risk with alerts to extended 
periods of longer working hours and heavier output by 
your team members.

Reduce context switching
See which projects are driving increased context 
switching and taking up valuable Deep Work time so  
you can adjust priorities and keep your team focused.

People Health



Uplevel is your engineering insights solution that leverages data from  
everyday developer tools. We help you meet your product release goals 
without burning out your people.

How it works

 How companies use Uplevel

Manage the full sprint lifecycle
A detailed sprint dashboard helps you hit your product release goals. 
Your daily Sprint Health Score inputs data from your work and your 
people, empowering you to take informed action when plans change. 
Improve your sprints over time with powerful Sprint Retro Insights.

Improve employee onboarding and 1:1s 
Receive unique, data-filled reports for each team member to serve as 
reflection points that make your 1:1 meetings more actionable.

Get ahead of burnout 
Target burnout at the source. Load balance devs with detailed views of 
work allocation, context switching, and available Deep Work time. 

Uplevel aggregates data from different tools and correlates insightful data that helps me understand the  
bigger picture. Having information at my fingertips — without having to dig into other tools — has enabled  

me to have more fruitful conversations that result in more working time and better work-life balance.  
I review Uplevel reports every Friday to plan what conversations need to be had with my team.  

I can’t imagine how I could have done these things without Uplevel, especially during the pandemic.

— Samrat Kumar Senior manager of software engineering, Avalara

The 1:1 reports are REALLY helpful. 
It’s a great round-up. My ICs use 

them to guide our meetings.

I love the People Tiles — I’m  
quickly seeing important things  

to ask about, like context switching,  
burnout, and work allocation.


